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The first article proposes a new name for the Southern Khoisan family, 
based on the fact that all sufficiently attested languages show some reflex 
of the noun *tuu 'people'. This is a more suitable alternative to previous 
terms, because it not only unambiguously identifies the genealogical unit 
and is in line with established conventions for classificatory nomenclature, 
but also avoids several drawbacks of other terms, among them the 
heretofore unproven idea of a genealogical unit Khoisan. The second 
article gives more substantial and systematic evidence that Tuu alias 
Southern Khoisan itself is in fact a coherent genealogical entity. lt first 
outlines basic structural features of Tuu languages showing that they 
constitute a robust and typologically fairly distinct language type. lt goes 
on to show that this is associated with a sufficient amount of sound
meaning correspondences, in both grammar and lexicon, in order to 
warrant an interpretation in terms of inheritance from a common ancestor 
language. Both studies are the result of work carried out in the project 
'Genetic and typological profile of the Tuu language family (alias Southern 
Khoisan): cataloguing and linguistic analysis of existing sources'. My 
sincere thanks to the 'Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft' for having 
sponsored this project with a research grant. 
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"Tuu" - a new name for the Southern Khoisan family1 

The languages commonly subsumed under the name "Southern Khoisan" have been grouped into a 

classificatory unit since D. Bleek's survey research in the early 20th century. Thal this is indeed a 

genealogically defined group has been maintained by most scholars familiar with the primary 

language data although hardly any work has been published to substantiate this claim. For first 

substantial data on this topic, the reader is referred to Hastings (2001) and the paper appearing herein 

the same issue of ULP A. 

lt is certainly not desirable to arbitrarily change nomenclature which identifies a certain entity more 

or less correctly and is well established in the previous literature. So the first question here is: Why a 

new name for the family at issue? There exist several reasons for this, which will be outlined below. 

To begin with, I present in Table 1 a fairly complete !ist of labels assigned to this group in previous 

surveys of Khoisan. 

Family name 

Southern Bushman 

Southern Khoisan 

Southern Khoisan 

Tao and !Wi as two independent families 

Khoisan meridional composed of !Kwi and Non-!Kwi 

Südkhoisan 

!Ui-Taa 

Table 1: Names for the family in previons surveys 

Reference 

Bleek 1927 etc. 

Schapera 1930 

Greenberg 1963 

Westphal 1971 

Köhler 1981 

Winter 1981 

Güldemann and Voßen 2000 

The use of a geographical designation "southern" in the majority of the above terms has several 

defects. Of relatively minor concern is that this usage is factually incorrect. The most southerly of the 

languages which have been subsumed under the labe! Khoisan are actually Khoekhoe varieties 

belonging to the Khoe family (alias Central Khoisan). More serious is the fact that the term invites 

potential confusion with the commonly used term "South African Khoisan" going back to Greenberg's 

work. This comprises all of Khoisan except the isolated languages Sandawe and Hadza in Tanzania, 

including the family at issue. Still more problematic is that a labe! involving a RELATIONAL 

geographical term like "southern" does not provide a basic, self-contained identification of the group. 

Intimately connected with this is that "Southern" is set into opposition to "Nmthern" and "Central", 

1 The paper has been announced for quite so1ne time as: Khoisan Forun1, Working Papers 19. Köln: Institut flir Afrikanistik, 
Universität zu Köln; that this did not inaterialize \vas beyond my control. 
The glosses of the examples are my O\VIl. Abbreviations: IPFV imperfective, PRO pronoun, PROP proper name, Q question, 
REL relative, STAT stative. Arabic numbers indicate nominal agreernent classes insofar as they are relevant. 
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inviting - as intended explicitly by Schapera and Greenberg and tentatively by Köhler - the conclusion 

about a genealogical link between all lineages assigned to Khoisan. This hypothesis, however, has thus 

far not been established by standardly accepted linguistic methods and is far from obvious on the basis 

ofthe available data (see inter alia Güldemann and Voßen 2000). 

"!Ui-Taa" or similar terms have suggested themselves as alternatives since the publications of 

Westphal, who opposed Greenberg's general classification hypothesis, referring instead to the two 

major subgroups of the family by their respective common form for 'person'. However, such a 

designation has actually been used explicitly only once, in the recent survey by Güldemann and Voßen 

(2000). Compared with the major defects mentioned for the first set of terms, it certainly fares better, 

but it is also not ideal. A binary term referring to major subbranches is still not an optimal 

identificatory labe! for this group. "Basic-level" classificatory units ("families" in the sense ofNichols 

(1992)) predominantly have basic and simple labels. This is also warranted for the family at issue, 

even more so because in the present state of knowledge it is a primary unit on the world level in 

having no obvious genealogical relative. Equally important is the fact that a term like !Ui-Taa 

presupposes a particular internal composition for the family, namely a neat split into two branches. 

This hypothesis has thus far not been established by historical-comparative work, and it will never be 

so with any certainty because the majority of languages have become extinct without having been 

documented sufficiently. A term like !Ui-Taa might arguably be acceptable were it not for the fact !hat 

there exists an alternative labe! that is clearly more suitable in the present context. This will be the 

subject ofthe remainder ofthe article. 

Note first in this respect that there exists a general trend in Khoisan studies to replace geographical 

terms for the major language groups in Southern Africa by a nomenclature that is based on the 

respective common terms for 'person, people', a trend which has become more and more established: 

"Khoe" for Central Khoisan, "Ju" for Northem Khoisan,2 and finally "!Ui" and "Taa" for apparently 

cohesive subgroups of the family at issue. This usage conforms with a widespread practice for other 

genealogical language groups in and outside Africa, and in Khoisan research in particular goes back to 

Westphal (1971) and Köhler (1971, 1973/4). 

What is still lacking is a term of this kind for the whole of Southern Khoisan. A survey of the data 

available on this family yields a lexical item which is a very good candidate vis-a-vis the nomenclature 

conventions mentioned above. Bleek (1956: 239-40) lists a nominal entry restricted to but weil 

attested across the family. lt has the form tu and is translated by her as 'man' and/or 'who'. 

Although Bleek does not justify the association of the two different meanings, her analysis is 

certainly justified by the available data because the relevant languages share the following 

grammatical trait: content interrogatives ("wh-questions") are frequently rendered by the cooccurrence 

of a general question marker with an indefinite proform which conveys the onomasiological category 

2 For this family, there exists a competing alternative using the term 11 !Xüu", also meaning 'person'. 
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of the referent under consideration (see Bhat (2000) for a crosslinguistic perspective on this 

phenomenon). The indefinite proform can be a generic noun, a pronoun, or even a verbal item. The 

last possibility is exemplified by a structure in Eastern !X5o in which the notion 'where' is expressed 

by the combination ofthe general question marker /Vand the indefinite locative verb äh'a 'be (at some 

place)'. 

(1) 1-e bölo llxao n iih'a !nian tshitu /fi 

Q-3 PROP.3 ? be.somewhere stay sit STAT 

Where does bOlo llxäo live? (Traill 1994: 18) 

Concerning the notion 'who', it can be stated for the family that the indefinite proform of the 

complex interrogative can involve a pronoun or a generic noun meaning 'person, people'. The latter 

case is shown by the following example from IXam (see Güldemann (forthcoming a) for the modified 

transliteration). The relevant question type is conveyed by a combination of the general question 

marker xa and the singular stem !u(i) 'person', which displays in addition a suffix -di or -de conveying 

'which'.3 

(2) !u-di xa aa n/aa !utau 

person.1-which Q 1 REL see Sirius 

Who was it who saw Sirius? (Bleek and Lloyd 1911: 338-9) 

The same phenomenon applies to the stem tu, which motivated Bleek's assumption of an 

etymological relation between the stem's attestations glossed as 'man' and those glossed as 'who'. This 

is shown in the following example from Nlhuki and will be substantiated below by data from other 

languages. 

(3) tyzi xe 'G Owa 

person Q your child 

Wie isjou kind? [who is your (SINGULAR) child?] (Westphal, no date) 

I will now present cognates of the etymon from virtually all reasonably weil documented speech 

varieties, covering almost the entire distribution area of the family. This presentation takes not only 

the assumed basic meaning of the noun into account, but also its possible use in interrogatives and - as 

will be demonstrated below - in contexts where it serves as (the nucleus of) a proform. 

First, the lexeme is found across the entire Taa branch of the family, where it has a fairly 

homogeneous meaning, namely 'people'. The best information comes from the Lone Tree variety of 

3 The stern !u(i) is a cognate of the noun that provided the designation for one of the t\vo recognized branches of the family. 
The suffix -di, -de seems to be derived itself from an indefinite locative verb 'be (at some place)' (see Güldemann 
forthcoming c), because it is similar in behavior to !Xöo äh'ä, which also renders both \vhere' and 'which'. Thus, the 
interrogative reading of -di, -de, too, \Vould have been tied originally to its cooccurrence with a question marker. 
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Eastern !Xoo. Traill (1994: 154, 157) has the entry tim 'people, kin' (noun class 4), which is the 

suppletive plural counterpart of the stem taa 'person (specially a Bushman), a proper person' (noun 

class 3).4 Further, Traill (1994: 156) reports a plural suffix -tu, which is restricted to human plural 

nouns of class 4; it is highly probable that this morpheme goes back to an earlier compound pattern 

with tüu 'people' as its head noun. Finally, in discussing pronominal paradigms, Westphal (1971: 416) 

gives the following relevant information from the +Hua variety of Eastern !Xoo: "The alternative in 

[3rd-person] plural [see the second clause in example (4); the significance ofthe glottal gesture in tu'u 

is unclear] literally means 'The people are walking' but it is frequently used in the meaning of 'They 

are walking'." That is, the noun can be used as a proform, here for the category 3rd-person human 

plural. 

(4) liu'u ba y!aa or tu'u 

4PRO IPFV walk people.4 

They are walking (Westphal 1971: 416) 

ba u!aa 

IPFV walk 

The scanty data available for Western Taa varieties largely conform with the above. Bleek (inter 

alia 1956: 240) gives tu with the meaning 'person' for a variety in central-western Namibia called by 

her JNullen. For reasons one can only speculate about, she fails to note a restriction of the noun to 

plural number. This, however, is attested in the remaining data on Western Taa collected in the same 

area and further south (Westphal (1966: 139) on NJamani, Traill (1974: 15) on 0Ha and Aminuis 

!Xoo). 

Several details in the above presentation, especially as regards the most reliable data provided in 

Traill's (1994) dictionary, are noteworthy for the following discussion: (a) the relevant noun stem has 

in most, if not all, varieties a plural meaning; (b) it can be recruited for various grammatical purposes; 

(c) its phonetic form [tuu] displays a sequence of two identical vowels and thus conforms to an 

expected stem-formation pattern CVV; and (d) the entire stem pair /aal tuu has at least in some 

varieties a special connotation of 'proper person, person from one's own group, San person'. 

Another set of attestations comes from the little-known varieties encountered in the Lower Nosop 

area. With respect to JHaasi, the data given by Story (1999) do not display a noun stem with such a 

meaning and they pose general problems of analysis. However, his text (ibid.: 33-4) contains several 

tokens ofthe word siijo: meaning 'us' and referring consistently to the social group ofthe speaker. lt is 

highly probable that this form is morphologically complex, being composed of the lst-person plural 

exclusive pronoun si and a nominal stem ijoo cognate with tuu 'people', and thus means literally 

'us/our (EXCLUSIVE) people'. This hypothesis is based on (a) the close semantic match between the 

JHaasi expression in the text and its two putative cognates si and tuu, especially regarding the 

exclusive reference to one's own social group, (b) the fact that the phonetic differences between tjoo 

4 The noun taa has provided the name for the Taa branch ofthe family. 
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and tuu are minor and explainable (o and u alternate frequently in older transcriptions; palatalization is 

known in the relevant area, cf. in (3) the form tyu in the geographically close Nlhuki), (c) the 

observation that such complex proforms are not uncommon in the area, and ( d) the fact that Story's 

word !ist (ibid.: 23) also gives expressions with tjo: as equivalents of'they', 'we', and 'you (PLURAL)' 

(however, these are not transparent semantically and lacking in the pronoun !ist of his grammar 

sketch). For another variety, l'Auni, Bleek (1937: 265) lists the following relevant items: tuke, tuku, 

tutuse, and tutusi, translated as 'men, boys, people'. lt is beyond the scope ofthis paper to explain these 

different forms in detail and show that Bleek's analysis of them is blurred (see Güldemann (2002) 

regarding the last two forms). lt suffices to note here that the first element tu in all these forms is 

cognate with the etymon under discussion. Also, Bleek (ibid.: 255, 259) gives an element du as a 

pronoun meaning 'you (PLURAL)' or 'they'. Although her data must be evaluated with caution, these 

items may represent other instances of the grammatical use of the generic noun tu. 

The noun stem has equally clear reflexes across the !Ui branch of the family. In the group of 

varieties documented best, namely the IXam cluster south of the Lower and Middle Orange River, 

tukan 'men' is given as the suppletive plural counterpart of the stem gwai 'man, male' (Bleek 1928-

30: 92). lt can be added from my own research on this language that this form contains besides the 

relevant stem a plural suffix (double plural marking, here by suppletion and suffix, is a general trait in 

this language and the family in general; see Güldemann forthcoming b, c). Bleek also mentions that 

this plural form is used regularly as the head of a compound pattern deriving masculine plural 

animates. 

(5) toi" gwai vs. tof-ta tukan 

ostrich male ostrich-? males 

male ostrich, strong ostrich male ostriches (Bleek 1928-30: 96) 

A similar picture is found in the closest attested relative of IXam, namely the cluster of !Ui varieties 

north of the Orange River in Gordonia. My analysis of Westphal's field notes on Nlhuki has yielded 

tyu-ke 'men' (again with the additional plural suffix) vs. foo 'man' as well as a complex interrogative 

tyu ( ... ) xae 'who' which is composed ofthe stem and a general question marker (see (3) above). Other 

closely related varietes from Gordonia as well as those further southeast give evidence at least for the 

grammatical function as interrogative. Maingard (!937: 247) gives t/'u-xai 'who' for +Khomani, and 

Bleek (2000: 23) similarly has tu involved in 'who'-questions of her Nllng. For +Ungkue, too, Meinhof 

(1929: 169, 181) rep011s the stem tu as the interrogative 'who'. Finally, it is probable that the llXegwi 

items towa and twa-v 'who' given by Lanham and Hallowes (1956: 118) also contain a reflex ofthis 

stem. 

On account of all these data, it is possible to reconstruct a noun *tuu for the entire family. In some 

languages, it has a more limited semantic reference to 'men'. lt has also acquired additional uses in 
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various pronominal expressions and sometimes has even been restricted to these contexts. However, a 

unifying and probably original meaning accounting for all attestations ofthe stem is 'people'. 

1 therefore propose this etymon in the form "Tuu" as the name for the entire genealogical unit. The 

new term is in line with established conventions for classificat01y nomenclature in Khoisan studies 

and elsewhere, and it provides an unambiguous reference for the family which is suitable for any kind 

of further genealogical classification. 
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Tuu as a language family1 

1. Introduction 

Since Bleek (1927), the Tuu family, then known as "Southern Bushman", has been considered almost 

unanimously tobe a genealogical unit within Khoisan; Westphal is the only scholar who has expressed 

reservations against this view. Neve1theless, sufficient empirical data in support of this hypothesis 

have yet to be presented. Traill's (1975) insightful study on some problems and potentials of 

establishing cognates aside, Hastings (2001) is in fact the first work ever that is dedicated to the 

question ofwhether Tuu is a language family. 

There exist several reasons for such a situation. First, Khoisan languages have in general raised 

little interest in systematic historical-comparative work, in spite of the longstanding discussion about 

their classificatory status; Voßen's (1997) study on the Khoe family remains the first and only 

extensive work within this linguistic framework. 

Second, very few Khoisan scholars have been working on Tuu languages with a deeper and 

sustained interest. Besides W. Bleek and L. Lloyd's groundbreaking work, only two scholars come to 

mind in this respect, D. Bleek and A. Traill. 

Last but not least, the constraints regarding the empirical data for such a comparative study are 

considerable indeed. The majority of languages are extinct today; the only modern survivors are (a) 

several varieties of the Taa cluster in Botswana and Namibia and (b) remnants of the NI Ing cluster in 

South Africa. The majority of historically attested varieties are only known from short word lists. The 

documentation of languages for which more data are available is highly defective; often the relevant 

field work extended over a very short time span and there are several cases where the data represent an 

idiolect of a single speaker. The Lone Tree dialect of Eastern !Xöo and, with reservations, the 

Strandberg and Katkop dialects of the IXam cluster are the only varieties for which sufficient 

material has been available for some time. This situation will also bias any comparative Tuu research 

in the future, even if all still extant varieties will be fully documented. 

The following discussion is an attempt to give, on the basis of the presently available data, more 

systematic empirical substance to the idea of Tuu as a language family and to remedy a situation 

in which only a few specialists are capable of understanding the reason why D. Bleek established this 

1 This paper \Vas presented at the "International Symposium on Khoisan Languages and Linguistics in Memory of Jan W. 
Snyman" in Riezlern (Germany) January 4-7, 2003. The abbreviations used in examples are: ASS associative/ genitive, COP 
copula, D dual, DAT dative, DECL declarative, DEI deictic, FEM feminine, GQ general question, !NT intention, IPFV 
imperfective, MPO multipurpose oblique, NOM nominalization, P plural, PROP proper name, Q question, REL relative, 
RELV relevance, S singular, STAT stative. Bare Arabic numerals refer to agreement classes \Vhich are indexed by 
pronominal items; only if in1mediately follo\ved by S or P, they refer to person categories. 
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group in the first place. Compared to Hastings (2001), this study does not considerably expand the 

range of linguistic phenomena supporting the hypothesis. However, it is hoped to be an improvement 

on this first study, because it (a) includes more languages and dialects, (b) characterizes their general 

typological homogeneity, and (c) proposes a more substantial body of first, if still preliminary, 

reconstructions of grammatical and lexical items. 

The presentation comes in two parts. In Section 2, I will outline various typological characteristics 

of the languages at issue, showing that Tuu represents a robust linguistic type, involving also cross

linguistically marked structures. While these shared features Support the genealogical hypothesis, it 

must be borne in mind that they do not identify Tuu as a genealogical unit as lang as the relevant 

grammatical markers do not involve cognate forms. Indeed, other Non-Khoe Khoisan2 languages share 

many of these typological properties, but must be kept apart from the classificatory unit to be treated 

here. That the typological commonalities are accompanied by grammatical and lexical form-meaning 

correspondences will be demonstrated in Section 3; this can serve as a first basis for a more complete 

reconstruction of Proto-Tuu in the future. I will be concerned primarily with the unity of Tuu against 

other Khoisan language groups such as Khoe (alias Central Khoisan) and Ju (alias Northern Khoisan), 

i.e. the external classification ofthis family; its internal sub-grouping will not be discussed here. 

Figure 1 gives a tentative sub-classification ofTuu and assigns the major data corpora available up 

to the present together with the respective researcher(s). Most importantly, it deviates from the 

previous conception that Lower Nosop varieties such as J'Auni and JHaasi belong to the !Ui brauch. 

This cannot be justified here in detail; first evidence for this view is provided by Güldemann (2002). 

Brauch 

Subgroup 

(J)Taa 

a. Eastern 

b. Western 

c. Lower Nosop 

(2)/Ui 

a. N!!ng 

b.JXam 

c. Vaal-Orange 

d. Outliers 

Selected varieties (main researchers) 

Lone Tree ! Xöo (Traill) 

N!amani (Westphal), N!u!!en (D. Bleek) 

l'Auni (D. Bleek), !Haasi (Story) 

H<homani (Doke, Maingard), N!huki (Westphal), Langeberg (D. Bleek) 

Strandberg (W. Bleek, Lloyd), Katkop (W. Bleek, Lloyd), Achterveld (W. Bleek) 

tUngkue (Meinhof), llOll'e (D. Bleek) 

llXegwi (Lanham, Hallowes, Ziervogel), !Ga!ne (Anders) 

Figure 1: Preliminary classification of Tnn 

2 See Güldemann (1998), Güldemann & Voßen (2000), and Güldemann (forthcoming) for this concept. 
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The data for the following comparison come from half a dozen Tuu varieties on which lexical AND 

grammatical material is available. If possible and necessary, I take recourse to more than one data 

corpus, namely for the Lower Nossop and Nllng groups. An overview over the language sample is 

given in Table 1, including abbreviations to be used below and the primary data sources. The 

geographical location ofthe languages is shown in the map; as can be seen there, the sample languages 

encompass the !arger patt ofthe attested distribution area ofthe family. 

Unit Subgroup Variety Abbr. Major data sources 

Eastem Taa !Xoo ofLone Tree xo Traill 1994 

2 LowerNosop l'Auni AU D.B leek 1937 

IHaasi (idiolect) HA Story 1999 

3 Nllng +Khomani KH Doke + Maingard in Rheinallt Jones 1937 

Nlhuki (idiolect) NU Westphal field notes 

4 IX am IXam of Strandberg XA W. Bleek & Lloyd 1911, D. Bleek 1928-30, 

D. Bleek 1956 (for lexicon) 

5 V aal-Orange +Ungkue (idiolect) UN Meinhof 1929 

6 !Ui outliers llXegwi XE Lanham & Hallowes 1956, Ziervogel 1955 

Tab Je 1: Sources of the present Tuu comparison 

1 Lone Tree !Xi5o 

2 l'Auni 

lHaasi 

3 *Khomani 

Nlhuki 

4 Strandberg IXam 

5 *Ungkue 

6 tlXegwi 

5 

Distribution of the sampled Tuu languages 

!U'\ 
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2. A general typological profile of Tnn 

The following data do not aim at any comprehensive layout ofthe general language type, but give only 

a few characteristic structures which sufficiently identify a specific typological profile. 

2.1. Basic clause structure 

The unmarked constituent order in Tuu languages can be schematized as follows: 

SUBJECT VERB OBJECT ADJUNCT 

Markers for predication operators like negation, tense, aspect, modality, etc. are preverbal. There is 

one recurrent exception in that a gram encoding such concepts as perfect, resultative, stative, and 

relevance appears after the verb (phrase ). 

(!) xo 

'//niih-111-sti !iih'u nee lli 

PROP-2-P this.way be RELV 

The Lala are like this (Traill in prep.) 

Serial verb constructions as weil as more lexicalized compound-like verbs are found in all 

languages on which there is sufficient material. 

(2) xo 

iih sii sfia 11!)-be #11'-ma lnii-1 mäz 
2S and go chop-3 cut.up-2 DAT-ID lD 

and you go to chop [class-3 concord speech error] it [skin.2] up for us two (Trail! in prep.) 

(3) XA 

hi-ng tgi !1i11 l!'aa 

2-DECL walk go go.away 

they walk off(Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 2) 

(4) UN 

kif.-tn !' gari !are 

bone-P 3P fall go.out 

Die Knochen fielen heraus [the bones feil out] (Meinhof 1929: 171/4) 

Another imp01tant characteristic is that verbs are in their great majority maximally mono-transitive 

and that postverbal nominals outside a verb's valency are mostly marked by a default preposition, 

called here multipurpose oblique marker, which is independent of semantic roles. 
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(5) XO 

!qh6o läbe ke täa laii 

teach MP0:3 black.person.3 MP0:3 person.3 language.2 

teach the black man person's language i.e. !X65 (Traill 1994: 88) 

(6) XA 

hi-ng 

2-DECL 

/üeng-ki l'ee //xauken au lg'a au hi lx'aa 

do.thus-? enter blood MPO stomach MPO 2 hand 

They put the blood in the stomach with their hands like this. (Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 278) 

2.2. Selected special sentence types 

15 

Several Tuu languages display a complex construction for the expression of intention and proximative 

with the following structure: 

SUBJECT INTENTION-GRAM PRONOUN-SUBJECT VERB 

lts important property is that the subject is repeated after the intention marker as a pronoun. This 

presumably results from an earlier biclausal quotative structure conveying internal awareness, 

something like [X say/think X do ], which was later grammaticalized with the special meaning of 

volition. 

(7) UN 

ha etang ha ! hun 'a n 

3S !NT [3S beat lS] 

er will mich schlagen [he wants to beatme] (Meinhof 1929: 170) 

(8) xo 

Uh n tU'il säa 

4 ? INT:[4 go] 

they intend going [lit.: they want, they go] (Traill 1994: 154) 

Another typical trait in the family is that questions are characterized by a general question marker 

with a fixed position in the clause; compare Eastern !Xoo where the interrogative gram /-AGR occurs 

in sentence-initial position. 

(9) xo 
1-e m 
GQ-3 be.present 

is he here? (Traill 1994: 53) 

This element also applies to tenn questions where it interacts functionally with an indefinite 

proform which conveys the onomasiological category of the questioned constitutent, like the pronoun 

eh in (10) or the generic noun tyzl 'person' in (11 ). 
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(10) xo 
1-ä n bii keine kt! e1z 

GQ-2S ? IPFV want MP0:3 3 

Whom/ what do you want? (Traill 1994: 18) 

(11) NU 

ty1t xe 1a Oiva 
person Q 2S child 

Wie isjou kind? [who is your (SINGULAR) child?] (Westphal f.n.) 

2005 

Moreover, one of the generic proforms with the locative meaning 'be somewhere' conveys 

repeatedly both a 'where' and a 'which' question; in the second context, it functions as the attributive 

modifier ofthe noun in question. 

(12) xo 
a. 1-e bO/o llxeio n älz 'ä !niim tshziu /ii 

GQ-3 PROP.3 ? be.somewhere stay sit STAT 

Where does bölo llxao live? (Traill 1994: 18) 

b. 1-ä n bii keine kei 'dä-sa tä' ält'ä kä' 

GQ:2S ? IPFV want MP0:2 eat-NOM.2 REL:2 be.somewhere REL:2 

Which food do you want? (Traill 1994: 18) 

In IXam, this seems to hold from a historical perspective in that the earlier verb (de in (13)a.) has 

become a suffix on the noun (di in (13)b.). 

(13) XA 

a.axade 

2S GQ be.somewhere 

where art thou? (Bleek 1928-30: 168) 

b. !u-di xa aa nlaa !utau 

person.1-which GQ lREL see Sirius 

Who [lit.: which person] was it who saw Sirius? (Bleek & Lloyd 1911: 338-9) 

2.3. Nominal number and gender 

Number marking on nouns is mostly irregular and complex; moreover, it is not deeply integrated with 

the gender system (see below). Formal devices for encoding number are stem suppletion (especially 

with the most frequent human nouns), stem-final changes, suffixes, and reduplication. These devices 

can be combined so that double number marking is not infrequent. 
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(14) NU 

Meaning Singular Plural Marking device 

'thing' gau gon stem suppletion 
1white person' /hii-si lhii-ke suffix 
1rnan1 loo tyu-ke stem suppletion + suffix 
1child1 loba /oe-ke stem change + suffix (Westphal f.n.) 

Güldemann (2000) presents some comparative data on gender systems in Tuu to which the reader 

is referred. There exists a major split between Taa and the rest of the family, inter alia in terms of the 

number of agreement classes and genders.3 In languages which have gender, this is largely covert on 

the noun. In the !Ui brauch, agreement targets are restricted to personal pronouns. Agreement classes 

are often not number-sensitive so that the respective gender-sensitive pronoun is used in both singular 

and plural; number-sensitive classes are mostly restricted to human/animate genders. This can result in 

a relatively rare classification type in which there are more genders than agreement classes. Recurrent 

assignment criteria are ±human, ±animate, and ±pmt-whole, but not ±sex. 

2.4. Noun phrase 

The noun phrase order is mostly head-initial [NOUN MODIFIER]. Tuu languages do not have a large 

ward class of adjectives; stems expressing quality concepts as well as quantifiers and demonstratives 

have often verbal characteristics so that they are constructed as relative modifiers. 

(15) NU 

/aiki he nl!aa 

woman REL that 

that woman (Westphal f.n.) 

As an exception to the general head-initial noun phrase order, associative constructions are 

predominantly head-final [GENITIVE NOUN] whereby two basic types can be distinguished: one has 

a medial linker and the other is characterized by mere juxtaposition of the two nouns; the second 

structure can be reserved for inalienable relations. 

(16) KH 

a ka 

2S ASS thoughts 

your thoughts 

vs. l/gdi l!kailka 

wolf girl 

wolfs girl (Maingard 1937: 243) 

3 l argue in Güldemann (2002) that there are indications that the Lo\ver Nosop varieties l'Auni and IHaasi go in this respect 
\Vith Taa rather than !Ui languages \Vhich is a major reason for aligning them tentatively with the former subgroup. 
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(17) UN 

'a-s !cr;_a 

28-ASS child 

dein Kind [your child] 

(18) XE 

vs. n lanansi 

IS tongue 

meine Zunge [my tongue] (Meinhof 1929: 168) 

tle ge llhi vs. !hoa khi 

people ASS teeth cow tail 

people's teeth cow's tail (Ziervogel 1955: 55) 

2005 

The juxtaposed genitives are also employed for expressing specific locative relations in that 

relational nouns are used as the structural head. lf such a locative adjunct is outside the verb's valency, 

a circumpositional noun phrase arises due to the necessary presence of a preposed MPO-marker. 

(19) xo 
qi.ta-te n 1u 'Oniije !11ll11 

hombill-P ? stay MP0:3 tree.3 head 

the hombills are on top ofthe tree (Dickens & Traill 1977: 136) 

(20) NU 

/oe-ke ke n!!aa ng n!lng J/a'i 

children-P DECL stay MPO hut inside 

the children are in the hause (Westphal f.n.) 

2.5. Nominal compounds 

Nominal compounds which are structurally parallel to head-final genitive constructions are a salient 

feature of Tuu languages. There are two major types. Grammatically productive compounds serve the 

derivational encoding of diminutive, sex, and size (see 3.1.2 below). Other compounds are lexicalized 

and can be semantically opaque. These are especially frequent for body part terms. 

(21) Base * thu 'mouth, hole, inside' 

a. xo 'llnribi tsltiie 'annpit' (Traill 1994: 127) 

/xdn tshoe 1floating ribs' (Traill 1994: 59) 

!qöhbi tsltoe 'hip joint' (Traill 1994: 62) 

b. AU nloi-tu-ke 'nostrils' (Bleek 1937: 269) 

c. NU nllung-tyu 'ehest' (Westphal f.n.) 

d. XA / k"attan-tu 1annpit1 (Bleek 1956: 338) 

!nun-tu 'ear1 (Bleek 1956: 485) 
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(22) Base *n!aa 'head, fruit' 

a. XO !kx'aa !11a11 

gllxuü !11a11 

b. AU ! k"a /na 

1finger1 

1knee' 

(23) Base *xu 'face, surface, side' 

a. XA !ka:-xu 

b. XE ts'a-gu 

'ehest, breast' 

'eye' 

(Traill 1994: 60) 

(Traill 1994: 112) 

(Bleek 1937: 269) 

(Bleek 1956: 418) 

(Lanham & Hallowes 1956: ll I) 

19 

The plural forms of compounds can be complex in that the marking concerns both the head and the 

modifier, as in (24 ), or only the modifier, as in (25). 

(24) xo 
s kd !g.li Oaa 'baby blue wildebeest' 

p (kd) !g.lu-te (!)'{i11i (Traill 1994: 53) 

(25) XA 

a. s n!oa xu 'sole' 
p n!oa-n!oa-ng xu (Bleek & Lloyd 19ll: 12-3) 

b. s lau tu 'belly' 

p ! au-! au-ten tu (Bleek&Lloyd 1911: 153) 

2.6. Pronouns 

Normally, the segmental form of pronouns does not change with different syntactic contexts, i.e. as 

subject, object, possessor, etc., which indicates that they are comparable in behavior to nouns. This is 

corroborated by the fact that pronouns can be subject to several types of modification, just like normal 

nouns. 

(26) xo 
e1t 1e'e r. k-1 g!xci'u 

3 DEI:3 ? COP-! south.wind.l 

this one [lit.: he here] is the south wind (Traill 1994: 87) 

(27) NU 

11-xae ke djg'an 

18-FEM DECL walk 

1 (feminine) am going (Westphal f.n.) 
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3. Towards a historical-comparative reconstruction 

This section will give a !ist of grammatical and lexical features, which are Iikely to be patt of the 

future historical-comparative reconstruction of the Tuu family. The existing isoglosses between 

individual Ianguages or sub-groups of Ianguages are more numerous. l will confine myself here to 

giving only isoglosses for which there is good reason to assume a Proto-Tuu form, because they affect 

Eastern !Xoo, Lower Nosop, and the !Ui branch, or at least Eastern !Xoo and !Ui as a group. The 

comparison excludes (a) evidence for the internal coherence of !Ui which is an apparently solid 

genealogical sub-unit, (b) items shared between Eastern !Xoo and Lower Nosop which indicate a 

second genealogical sub-unit Taa, and (c) isoglosses between Eastern !Xoo and just IXam whose 

significance is difficult to assess against the entire family, because the comparative data on these two 

languages is far more extensive. 

Note that of the many Taa dialects only the northeastern !Xoo variety of Lone Tree is sufficiently 

documented so far. Given its geographically peripheral position and its attested adstratum from the 

K.hoe language Glui (Traill & Nakagawa 2000), it is possibly not representative for the entire branch 

and thus not the most suitable for a lexical comparison between !Ui and Taa. 

3.1. Morphology 

3.1.J. Pronouns 

Before the background of the grammatical profile sketched in Section 2, it is possible to give some 

morphological reconstructions. Here, the pronouns have always been central evidence for the 

genealogical hypothesis. The commonalities in pronominal systems are not always clear at first 

glance, because the inventories of modern languages are usually richer due to later innovations. 3rd

person pronouns are generally diverse across the family, because the gender systems with the 

pronouns as agreement indices differ; e.g., while Eastern !Xoo has five forms, IXam has only two, and 

even similar fonns are not obviously related. The old system for speech-act participants is 

reconstructable, however (see Table 2(a)). But the common Tuu forms often have alternatives, inter 

alia because generic nouns can be used in complex pronominal expressions in the function of 

anaphoric pronouns so that the inherited forms are less salient in the data. 

3.J.2. Nominal compounds 

While I have identified above nominal compounds as an important structural feature ofTuu languages, 

there also exist four concrete compound patterns in which cognate items are involved. 

Table 2(b) shows that diminutive, feminine, and masculine forms are based on human nouns 

which across the family are Iikely to be related etymologically; the tentative reconstructions are *Gaa 

'child', *qa(e) 'mother, female', and *ga 'father, male', respectively (see Table 3(a) for the comparative 

lexical data). The diminutive is a productive device in the family as a whole. Except for Eastern !Xoo, 

the other two patterns are restricted to a few kinship terms; there, the contrast between feminine and 
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masculine can be discerned from the different endings on otherwise identical stems (bold in Table 

2(b)). 

Finally, example (21) shows that the body-part compound based on the noun *thu 'mouth, hole, 

inside' can also be identified in all primary groups ofthe family. 

3.1.3. Nominal number sujfl.xes 

There are two good candidates for reconstructable number-indexing suffixes for which the relevant 

comparative data are given in Table 2(c): the plural suffix can be characterized in most languages as 

more or less productive, while the singular form seems to be lexically far more restricted. 
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Table 2: Grammatical isoglosses across Tun 

xo page AU(HA)page KH(NU)page XA page UN page XE(Z) page *TUU 

(a) Pronouns 

IS 35 1J 255 1J 244 1J 
1 

I} 168 'il.)- 109 *N 
c: 

n " 
lP.I ih 35 255 i 244 1 'i 168 

,. 
109 •• :::-

1 1 1- 1 g 

lP.E (isi) 35 si 255 si 244 si 1 si 168 *si 
~ 

1 
~· 

28 ah 35 a 255 a 244 a 'a 168 'a- 109 *a 0 

2P uh 35 255 244 1 'u 168 'u- 109 *u 
...., 

u u u ~ 
'Ci' 

(b) Derivational noun compounds ~· 

child, cf. 3(a) 0aa 0aa 0a 0ain 0a- *0aa ~ 
DIMINUTIVE 0aa/ 0'a-ni 47 0pwai 278 0ko-ne 73 0pwa 2 0a-ri 104 *0a " ~ ~ 

0 

" 
mother, cf. 3(a) qa-e ka-e, qa-e xä- xoa xoa *qa > *k!l > *kx!l ;i. 

daughter 0aaqae 0pwa:-xe 278 0kwa-xai 67 0pwa-xai 685 0a-xai 188 
~ 
.P' 

sister Jlka:-xe 273 Jlka-xai 239 Jlka-xai 564 (P jja-ge- 44) 
,..., 

"' 
grandmother !koi-ce 257 !koi-te 440 ~ 

"' 
FEMININE qae 177 -xe -xai 239 -xai 3 -xai -ge < -xe *qa- > *kxa- ~ 

~ 

father, cf. 3(a) !)a ä- o(a) a(a) *~a > *öa 
§ 
"-

0aa;ia 0pw:m 278 0k5 73 0pwog 686 0'o 187 00ö 98 
,..., 

son "'' " 
brother Jlka(:)-s(i) 273 llkiiii Jlkit: 11 au 185 

.., 
239 546 

_! 
grandfather !kö 257 !köil.) 440 

MASCULINE -5, -fi -ol.J, -v, -1.) 
3 -o, -ü -6 *na > *5 z 

!)a -on ? 

"' w 

(c) Number sumxes 
PLURAL -te 156 -ke,-te 254 -ke,-ce 240f -ken,-ten 4 -kn,-t(e)n 167 (-le 43) *-ke, *-te 

SINGULAR -si 185 -si (cf. brother) -SI 24lf -si 167 -Zl 111 *-si 

1 Bleek (1928-30: 93), 2 Bleek (1928-30: 95!), 3 Bleek (1928-30: 87),' Bleek (1928·30: 88!!) 
'"' 0 

0 

"' 
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3.2. Lexicon 

Table 3 presents a list of lexical items which are shared by a sufficient number of Tuu varieties so !hat 

a reconstruction for the family as a whole is likely. There exist yet more isoglosses of this type, for 

example, for 'begin', 'blow', 'cheetah', 'cry', 'dog', 'drink', 'elephant', 'fire', 'laugh', and '!hink'. These are 

excluded here, because they have also potential cognates in languages of the Khoe family and/or the 

Ju family, so that their historical significance remains unclear. 

The lexical items are given in two forms. In the first line, 1 cite the original transcription except for 

tonal diacritics, because these are not informative at the present stage ofresearch (with nouns, singular 

and plural forms are separated by a slash). Since the transcriptional and orthographical conventions 

differ considerably across the various sources, 1 have transferred each item in the second line into a 

broad, unifying transliteration, possibly abstracting from endings and suffixes. This is hoped to 

facilitate the comparison in bringing out similarities which are hidden by different transcriptions, etc. 

In the first line, 1 have added the page reference of the respective source given in Table !. For l'Auni, 

'i'Khomani, and llXegwi, there are alternative sources in the form of jHaasi (HA), Njhuki (NU), and 

Ziervogel's llXegwi (Z) data; if these provided an item, it is given in parentheses. A few data points 

come from yet other sources, these are indicated in footnotes. The rightmost column ofthe tables gives 

a very preliminary reconstruction; undoubtedly, this will have tobe modified or even abandoned when 

more data become available. 

Note that several candidates for regular sound correspondences, or regular transcription equivalents 

for that matter, are discernible, a few of which 1 will indicate in the following. For example, in the 

series for 'ear', 'neck', 'dog', 'egg', and 'wind', a palatal click in the majority of Tuu corresponds to an 

alveolar click in jXam and a non-click consonant in llXegwi. Clicks with strong (= non-delayed) 

aspiration are given with a velar accompaniment /kh/ in the majority of Tuu, while Eastern !Xoo has 

/qh/, as can be seen in the series for 'hair', 'tooth', 'bee', 'water', and 'wind'. There are several cases 

where the majority ofTuu has an accompaniment at the CI> while Eastern !X6o displays a comparable 

vowel coloring; compare, for example, the different locus of glottalization in the series for 'bite' and 

'eye'. Vowel pharyngealization in Eastern !Xoo, as in 'father', 'fat', 'sense', and 'walk', seems to have a 

counterpart in the rest of Tuu in several other suprasegmental features; it remains unclear whether all 

these differences reflect phonologically relevant features or simply transcriptional variations. Finally, 

a vowel sequence N 1 i/ in most of Tuu tends to turn up in jjXegwi just as a (lang) close front vowel (an 

earlier /u/ in V1 appears as a preceding labialization); in Eastern !X6o, the second vowel /i/ can be 

lacking altogether; compare the series for 'ear', 'eat', 'tooth', 'bird', 'dog', 'egg', 'fat', 'horn', 'hut', 'call', 

and 'sleep'. 

lt goes without saying that these comparative data are ve1y tentative and may weil contain a 

considerable number of correspondences which will later turn out to be spurious. lt will take more 

research into the linguistic structure of the surviving Tuu languages as weil as into the vast 

philological problems of the older sources on extinct varieties before more conclusive reconstructions 
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Table 3: Lexical isoglosses across Tuu :;§ g § ""' 0 ~. O'" s:- 0.. (tl 

" " "' XO page AU (HA)page KH (NU)page XA page UN page XE (Z) page *TUU ~. ::!. " 
Cll ::r =. 
0 -· (tl ..., ~ < 

(a) Kinship and social relations >--l <> g_ 
child 0aa 47 0pwa 278 0kwa- 67 0pwaDIM684 0ain 186 (0wa-ri 42) ~ g. :i:: c:: 

0aa 0a 0a- 0a 0ain 0a- *0a E.. ~ ~· 
" " " father i!a 195 aJJ-ce 239 o:a! o- 152 'a:/ 'a- 98 ~ (ii ia. 

l!a ang, a- o(oa) a(a) ·~ ~ ~ ~ 
mother qae 177 kai 261 XaJJ-ce 239 xoa 259 xwa 103 " :;:· ~ - " " qa- ka-, qa- xang, xa- xoa xoa *qa> kl! > kx(o)g :;. ::;. ·~j' 
name la-il/-a 54 lke(n) 268 (le) lke 306 I~ 187 lee 118 ~ if U<i. 

la- 54 le le le le lee *lae, lae §.. ~ .§' 
~ - " 

people, men tuu 157 tu- 265 (tyu +who) tu- +who 240 tu who 188 (to: who 36) §' ~· öl 
- - 0 tuu tu tyu tu tu too *tuu ;;; · g_ " 

spouse lhao take 66 lhli, lha 267 (lhaJJ) lha 286 lnau 169 lha 
1 

; .g 1;; 
lha- lhli, lha lha- lha nla- lha *lha- - (n)lha- ~ ::'.. ji' 

woman P lga 53 lke:/ IAn 268 (lai-/ laa) P lka:- 296 la-/ la- 185 (la-zi 36) g. ; \;' 
li!- le-, la- la- laa la(a)- la- *la- lß. ~ ~ 

(b) Body and related terms § ~ ~ 0 !); 

beard lnum/ -a 69 IJJum 257 lnum 352 J; S- " 
nlum nlum nlum *nlum ::r 8' ~ 

bite, ache si'-i 186 ts'i: 265 ts'ii 257 ts(')i: 215f ts'ii 103 Q' E;_ ~ 
~ ts~ ~ ~ ts~ ~ != a O'" ~ ::::-

cougb 'lnuh-N 71 (nlgen-) IJJhom'a 105 s- ~ a 
'nluh- nlg "lho- *lh2 - (nJlho §.. cf6 2: 

defecate tshxaa dung 166 cxei (txai) 65 txai: 245 g· ~ ;'., 
tshxa- tyxai, txai txaii *t(h)xa(i) ~ [ "' 

die l'aa 71 la dead 266 l'a 83 la: 267 l'a 187 (la: 35) if @1 
l'aa l'a l'a l'aa l'a laa *l'aa g ~ 

ear +nuha 147 +nui 278 +l]ui(-si) 241 !nun-tu 485 ln\!~n-tu 187 dlw1i 103 ~ " 
n+uh- n+ui n+ui n!un-, n!il- n!uen-, nlile- dlfü *nffi(i) cß S. I"' 

-· 0 0 
" " 0 
!?:,. - VI 
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xo page AU(HA)page KH(NU)page XA page UN page XE(Z) page *TUU 1@ 
0 
"' 

eat 'a-ä 197 a 259 a 257 ä:, äi 3 'a 185 'li, 'il) 99 0: 
" 

iia a a aa, ai a 1i *~ -· s aa, ai § 

eye sa'aface 184 ts'a:-xu 265 ts'a-xu 257 ts'a-xau 213 ts'a-:x:9 184 ts'a-gu 111 ? 
i(l 

sa'a- ts'aa- ts'a ts'a- ts'a- ts'a- *ts'aa ?'see' " e., 
hand, ann lkx'aa 60 lk"a(n) 269 lkx'a 240 lk"a 336 lk:x:'a 185 (P lkxa-IJ 44) ~ 

lkx'aa lkx'a(n) lkx'a lkx'a lkx'a lkxa- *lkx'aa 
:;· 
;,i 

hair (g)lqhua 63f lkh6ö 268 lkhu 240 lkhu 314 -lhun 187 lkhi1 98 " 
lqhu- lkho lkhu lkhu lhu-ng lkhi1 *lkhu 

c.;, 
0 

" 
head lna-n/ -a 67 lna: 269 l!Ja 257 lna: 342 lnä 186 (lna: 36) s. 

"' 
nla- nlaa nla nlaa nlaa nlaa *nlaa 

.., 
" 

lnngs llu'Jl- 106 llkönu-ke 274 llköi 
2 ll'onu 186 ~ 

0 

llu'n llön- llöi ll'ong- *ll'on 
<:;· 

" t 
mouth tshö- insidel65 t(h)u 265 tu 257 tu +hole 239 tu 181 tu, t'u 108 

tsho- thu tu tu tu tu, t'u *thu 

neck +kx'a-i1/ -a 137 +köi 277 (.fkx'u) !xa 496 +•u 187 

+kx'a-u +öi +kx'u !xa +•u *+kx'a(-u) > +kx'u 

nose lnuhpa 69 lnö 269 IJJu-tu 257 lni1-ru 352 lnu-tu 187 llJU 113 

nli1h- nlö nlu nlli- nlu- nlu *nlu, nli1 

shoulder llg~e 107 llgae 273 llga+e 523 

gll~e glla'e, gll~e gll~e *gll~e 

skin tym/ -a 157 jÖ 67 tu( JJ) 240 tuu, tu!J 99 

tym dyö tu(ng) tü(ng) *ti1-

tired lhuu 66 lhubu 267 (lhu(bu)) lxo- 365 

lhuu lhubu lhubu lxo- *lkhu, lkho 

tongue 'lnit-nl -na 70 lari 266 lan 257 lern, lenni 272 l'an-an-si 188 

'nl~-n l'ari l'an l'eri, l'eni l'an- *l'ari > l'ani 

tooth llqhaa 117 llkei-si 257 llkei 569 llkhi 105 

llqha- II ai- llai llkhi * llkha(i) 
IN 

U> 
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Cl 

"' (d) Environment 0: 
" 

ground, earth !gä'a below205 (!gaa 22) (!äu) !äu 372 !'au(n) 185 (!'älJ under 57) s „ 
g!ä'a g!aa !äu, !'äu !'äu !'au(ng) !'äng * !'ä(u) " ? 

hut, shelter 11 na-e/ -a 122 ll(A)n, lllJ 275 lilJ 262 llnailJ 614 llnan 186 II 1Jii 118 
)!;> 

" 
nlla-e nllCV)n(g) nllCV)ng nllaing nllan nllii *nl[a(i) ~ 

sun,day 11 'a-n/ -na 129 [['üi 243 [[o:i 626 11'9~ 187 C[['umu 38) 
s· 
;;i 

[['a-n [['üi [['oe, [['i'ii [['oe ll'u- * 11 'oe, 11 'i'ii, II 'ä " (;i 

tree, wood 'Ona-j e/ -ä 51 Obwa:- 278 Ogo 256 Oho 682 Oö 184 (O(h)o 36) 
0 

" s. 
'nOa-e gOoa gOo Oho Ooo O(h)o *Oho, nOo, nOa ~ 

water, rain !qhaa 87 C[[)kha:a 274 !kha 257 !khwa: 431 !'a rain 183 qhaa 106 ?;s 
' 0 

!qhaa C[[)khaa !kha !khaa !'~ qhaa *!khaa 
„. 
" t 

wind 9'qhue 291 +kwc 277 +kowE 63 !khwe 432 +h2e 188 fwee 102 

9'qhue +ue, foe +oe !khue, !khoe +(k)hoe fue, foe *+(k)hue, +(k)hoe 

( e) Miscellaneous verbs 
carry ( child) IGamkV 62 jka-ku 267 lkatmmel) 299 

gjqam ja- lllill- *lqam 

call, shout !'aikV 99 (' . 21) !'ei (!'ai) 251 c'i 110 .at 

!'ai !'ai !'ai c'i * !'ai 

come sa-, sii 186 sa, se, si 263 sa, si 257 sa:, se 161 sä, se 186 sa 102 

sa-, sii sa, se, si sa, SI saa, se saa, see sa *saa, sii 

cook, roast [[a-BV 104 [[ka: 273 Cl[a ku burn) llka 544f [[kaba 4 

l[au- Jlaa [[a lla [[au- *[[a(u) 

give lnaDAT 28,55 lna 269 lna 341 
nla nla nla *nla 

go ll'a-e 128 [[a 272 [['a 257 [[a(i) 512 [['a 185 C[[a 36) 

l['a- [['a [['a [['a(i) ll'a [[a *[['a- IN _, 



xo page AU (HA)page KH(NU)page 

help uhi 196 
uhi 

own, possess 11 'ai possn. 128 ll'ei 257 

ll'ai II 'iii 
see lna-a 67 lna:, lne 269 IJJa, IJJe 252 

nla- nlaa, nie nla, nie 

sense, feel ta-a 154 tian 264 tla+n 267 
~ 

t~a tyan tyhi.Jll 

sit tshuu S 165 so, so 264 SOU 75 

tshuu so,s5 soo,suu 

sleep 0an 47 0pw5i 278 (0on) 

0an 05i 0on 

walk, travel t~)far 155 tai 264 täi 257 

~i fäi täi 

1 Bleek (1956: 286) 
2 Bleek (1956: 585) 
3 Bleek (1956: 374) 
4 Bleek (1956: 548) 

XA page UN page 

hu:i 65 111e 181 
hui Ul-

llei 520 

ll'iii 
lna:, lne, lni:341 lnäln1 184/7 
nlaa, nie, nlii nlaa, nlii 

fä(:) 184 tha 185 

fä(a) thä 
so, s'o 171 

so, ts(h)o 

0p5i(n) 686 0an(i) 187 

05i(n) 0an 

ta:fi, ta:+i 187 tain 185 

~ai, t!lai tain 

XE(Z) page 

IJJa, IJJi 105 
nla, nli 

Jo 102 

Jo 

(0i 36) 

0i 

(t'ä'ä 45) 

t'ä'aM 

*TUU 

*hui 

*ll'iii, ll'ai 

*nla, nli 

*t(h)~ 

*tshoo 

*05(n), 0äi(n) 

*t~i 

N 
00 

c:: 
" :;:· 
"' ~ ~ 
~· 
0 ..., 
t"' 

.S· 
Jg· 

"' "' 'O 

" ~ ~ 
0 

" >-
~ 
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" ~ 
~ 
!); 
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